Abstract. In this paper we introduce the class K (s,b,f3, a) of analytic functions defined by the Srivastava-Attiya convolution operator J s ,b(f) involving the HurwitzLerch Zeta function. We derive few subordination results for the functions in the class K (s,b, 0,a) and discuss the interesting applications of subordination results with the help of convex functions. Several other properties like coefficient inequalities growth and distortion theorems, extreme points, integral mean inequalities, partial sums and quasiHadamard product are investigated for the class K(s,b,P, a). The authors also obtain Fekete-Szego inequality for normalized analytic functions f(z) defined on the open unit disc for which
Introduction
Let A denote the class of functions of the form which are analytic and normalized in the open unit disc A = {z : |z| < 1}.
We denote by C the class of functions f € A that are convex in A. A sequence {frfc}^ of complex numbers is called a subordination factor sequence if whenever f(z) is analytic, univalent and convex in A, then oo Y^ akbkz k -< f(z) (z € A, ai = 1). k=1 fc=i Next we state the Littlewood's subordination theorem which we will use in our investigation to obtain the integral mean inequality. LEMMA 
If f(z) and g(z) are analytic in A with f(z) -< g(z), then
2?r 2tt i \f(re i6 )\ p d0 < \ \g{re id )\ p dO o o where 0 < p < oo,z -re 16 and 0 < r < 1. Strict inequality holds for 0 < r < 1 unless f is constant or w(z) = az, |a| = 1.
The Srivastava-Attiya convolution operator [21] , Js,b(f) is defined in terms of the Hurwitz-Lerch Zeta function <f>(z, s, a) as follows OO fc 
}).
Properties of the Hurwitz-Lerch Zeta function <t>(z, s, a) can be found in the works of Choi and Srivastava [4] , Luo and Srivastava [15] , Garg et al. [7] . Srivastava and Attiya [21] have introduced the linear operator Js,b(f) : A -> A defined by the Hadamard product as follows: [11] , Bernandi [3] and Jung et al. [8] .
We introduce the class K(s, b, /3, a) as a subclass of A consisting of functions / which satisfy which maps the open unit disc A onto a region starlike with respect to 1 and is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Then, by S*(<j>) and C(<f>), respectively, denote the subclass of normalized analytic function class A, which satisfy the following subordination relations: ^ ^ 4>(z) and 1 + ^ -< 4>(z) (z € A).
These functions were introduced and studied by Ma and Minda [23] . For
these function classes reduce to the well known classes S* (a) of starlike functions of order a in A and C(a) of convex functions of order a in A. Ma and Minda [23] have obtained the Fekete-Szego inequality for the function class C(4>).
Coefficient estimates
We give a sufficient condition for the function f(z) of the form (1.1) to belong to the class K(s, b, (3, a). -V |afc| < 1 -a Proof. Suppose that condition (2.1) is satisfied for 0 < /? < 1 and 0 < a < 1. In view of (1.5) we need to show that (22) 
Using relation (1.4), we have
The above inequality is bounded by (1 -a) provided
Thus by hypothesis (2.1) and in view of equation (1.5) we conclude that f(z)eK (s,b,(3,a) . . 
The result is sharp.
Then p(z) is analytic with p(0) = 1 and Re p(z) > 0. Relation (2.5) implies
and finally
Comparing the coefficients of z on both sides of above equation, we obtain
Applying the coefficient estimates |cfc| < 2 using the Carathéodory's Lemma [5] , we obtain For (3 = 0 we obtain the class defined by Raducanu and Srivastava [19] . Hence for (3 = 0 we obtain all the results in [19] .
Growth and distortion theorems
Using inequality (2.1) the following growth and distortion theorems can be immediately derived, hence we omit the proof. (3,a) and s e C, b e C \ Zq , 0 < (3 < 1,
and ll/'WI-ll k=2 ^ 
Proof. Let f(z) G i be given by (1.1). Then by Theorem 2.2, we have
\f(z)\ <M + X>IM k=2 oo < r y 2(1 -a) TT A + 2(1 -g)\ = r + 2(1 -a)r1 + 6 k + b (1 -<*)A fc (k-a)(l + (3(k-1))|(^|) = (1 -a) ^ A fc = (1 -a)(l -Ai) < 1 -a. k=2 Thus in view of Theorem 2.1 f(z) £ K(s,b, f3,a). Conversely, let f(z) £ K(s,b,(3,a). Setting A fc = (fc-aKl + ^fc-l))!^)' (1-a) |a fc | (k = 2,AW = * + 1-a (fc-a)(l + /3(fc-l))|(i±|) S
are the extreme points of the class K(s,b, (3,a).
Hereafter throughout the paper we denote
z , h -2j 3,...
+ 6
k + b
Subordination theorem and integral mean inequalities
Here we give a sharp subordination result associated with the class K(s,b,P,a). is a subordinating factor sequence with a\ = 1. Using Lemma 1.3 this is equivalent to the following inequality
In view of (2.1) and for \z\ -r (0 < r < 1), we obtain To see that the function given by (6.4) gives sharp result, we observe that , (3,a,N + 1)  D(s,b,f3,a, N + 1 Now proceeding in the manner similar to the first part, using (2.1) to get (6.5). Finally equality holds in (6.3) for the extremal function given by (6.4). .
(l-a) + D(s,b,(3,a,N + l) (l-a) f N (z) D(s,b,(3,a,N +1) L f(z) (1 -a) + D(s, b, (3,a,N + 1) l + z 1 -z'

That is 1 + w(z) 1 -w(z) (l-a) + D(s,b,0,a,N+l) (l-a) f N (z) D(s, b, (3,a,N + 1) if(z) (l-a) + D(s,b,(3,a,N + l)\
In a similar manner we can establish the following theorems. The results are sharp with the extremal function given by (6.4). (h*f2*---*fm){z)eK (8,b,0,ri) where
Convolution properties of functions in the class
TVie result is sharp for the functions 
.,m). (2-aj)(l + /3) toV \k+b)
Proof. We establish the result by the principle of mathematical induction. We first prove the result for the two functions f\ and fa in K(s, b, (3, a\) 
\k + b)
We need to find an 77 such that Also from (7.3) we have
Consequently, we need to show that
which is equivalent to
Simplifying, we get <x (fc-l)(l-ai)(l-a 2 )
We notice that h(k) is an increasing function for k > 2. Thus 
-a,-
This consequently completes the proof.
Fekete-Sszego problem for the function class M(s, b, P, a, <j>)
In this section we obtain the Fekete-Szego inequality for functions in a general class M(s,b, /3,a,<f>) of functions to that defined by K (s,b, ¡3, a) , which we define below. Also we give applications of our results to certain functions defined by convolution and particularly M 5 
4>(z). (3z(jstbfy(z) + (l-(3)(js,bf)(z)
For fixed g € A, we define the class M 9 (s, b, ¡3, a, 4>) to be the class of functions f e A for which (/ * g) € M (s, b, (3, a, 4> ). To derive our main results, we recall here the following Lemma [23] . M(s,b, (3,a,<f) ). Applying Theorem 8.3 for the function (/ *g){z) = z + g2a2z 2 + gsa3z 3 H , we get the following Theorem 9.1 after change of parameter fi. The result is sharp.
